How can SAP® solutions enable you to change the game?

Inventory and warehouse management solutions from SAP enable companies to control goods movement and warehouse operations, from inbound activities to fulfillment, in real time. By integrating real-time data from manufacturing planning, plant maintenance, and inventory, companies can efficiently manage procurement and order processing.

What do SAP solutions help customers do?

**Goods issue**
- Integrate outbound operations, and align production with demand.

**Goods receipt**
- Simplify inbound logistics processes.

**Basic warehouse management**
- Ensure order precision with integrated logistics execution processes.

**Basic shipping**
- Deliver perfect orders with integrated logistics execution processes.

What are the benefits?

SAP solutions enhance manufacturing, sales, and procurement processes with best-in-class internal and external order processing and warehouse analytics software for:
- Increased confidence that items are available when and where they are needed
- Quicker and more efficient delivery
- Reduced manual operation with better manufacturing resource planning and plant maintenance

Why SAP?

SAP solutions connect processes for a variety of industry value chains by integrating horizontal lines of business with industry-specific solutions on premise, in the cloud, and through mobile devices.

Key facts

- **-23%** Pick-to-ship time
- By monitoring output metrics for warehouse operation in real time*

- **-48%** Customer order cycle time
- With integrated warehouse and enterprise operations*

Customers

- Bosch
- ZF Friedrichshafen

Learn more

- Visit us online
- Benchmark your performance
- SAP Solution Explorer

*SAP Performance Benchmarking